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1 Summary

Despite the clear advantages of using test models, drawing them is not common practice

in industry. This is not in the last place because, up to date, no easy to use tool existed

that enables the creation of test models and implies less maintenance when requirements

change.

In this paper we will discuss a tool that does do these things, yet is very simple,

light-weight, easy to learn and does not require experience and or knowledge of dif-

ficult formal methods. Basically the tool helps a tester to draw a model, by providing

a drawing canvas with a range of shapes and the possibility of connecting them. Sec-

ondly, the coverage algorithms underlying the tool, will extract all the combinations of

the connections between the elements, and display a minimum set of test cases that can

be used for functional or acceptance testing purposes.

2 Introduction

In the eighties, Boris Beizer published his book on blackbox testing techniques [1]. The

ideas in this book are simple: draw a model of the expected behaviour of the software

system, and cover it. In the book, Beizer advocates that such test suite design activities

should start the sooner the better. The presence of the tester in the initial development

phases increases the rate of error identification, since ambiguities and unknown issues

will be made clear in a very early stage and can help the business to clarify the require-

ments with the involvement of the stakeholders. Moreover, when testing starts early, the

tester can also define the acceptance criteria in that early stage.

Using models or graphs during the early phases of testing has many identified ad-

vantages [1, 4, 6]:

– Reviewing a model is more manageable and less error-prone, than reviewing hun-

dreds of test cases.
– Since a model is created from the requirements, it gets easier to trace the model and

test cases back to the requirements.
– Models represents the tester’s understanding of what the software should do In this

way these models can serve as a tool for improving the communication with other

stakeholders about the functionalities of the system.
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– Many times, just creating a model from the requirements and showing it to the

client will already find important errors in the requirements.

– Using a model to review requirements, takes the ’personal element’ out of review-

ing. With traditional reviews, people might feel attacked about the quality of their

work. A review based upon a model that the tester himself has made, reduces this

element since his own model is being questioned.

– If we have a model, test case generation can be automated. If the model changes,

the test cases just need to be generated again.

– The scope and coverage of a test suite generated from a model becomes clear.

– A model is easier to maintain than test cases when requirements change.

However, despite the clear advantages of using test models, drawing them is not

common practice in industry[2]. This is not in the last place because, up to date, no

easy to use tool existed that enables the creation of test models. According to a survey

done by Binder last year [2], most Model-Based Testing tools that are around and used

by industry are found to be too complex, too formal and have a steep learning curve.

In this paper we will introduce a tool called DTM (Dialogues Testing Method) [5]

a very simple, light-weight and easy to learn tool that enables testers to easily create

models that can be used for effective communication and automated test case genera-

tion. Basically the tool helps the tester to draw a model, by providing a drawing canvas

with a range of shapes and the possibility of connecting them. Secondly, the cover-

age algorithms underlying the tool, will extract all the combinations of the connections

between the elements, and display a minimum set of test cases that can be used for

functional or acceptance testing purposes. In the following sections we will describe

DTM’s methodology, the control flow models, test case generation. Finally, Section 6

concludes with future work. The length of this paper only permits illustration of the

models and the generated test cases through very simple examples. However, DTM has

been used on various real-world software systems and their requirements.

3 Model-Based Testing Methodology

The MBT methodology behind the DTM tool consists of the following steps:

1. Use the requirements documents that are available to create a model. This is an

iterative process that consists of:
(a) Understand the requirements and make a mental model of the system

(b) Translate the mental model in a flow model and leave open ends for the items

that were unclear, inconsistent, ambiguous, and need more explanation from

business people, designers or other stakeholders.

(c) If there are open ends, organize a brainstorm meeting with the necessary stake-

holders to close them.

(d) Update the requirements and update the test model with the obtained informa-

tion and clarifications.

(e) If there are no open ends left, review the model with the stakeholders.

(f) If the model is found complete during the review meeting, continue with step

2. If not, go back to step 1d.
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Fig. 1. A simple DTM model for calculating a bonus based on amount of years worked.

2. Generate test cases from the model using a preferred coverage criteria.
3. Execute the tests, debug and fix if defects are found, and update the requirements

and the model if necessary.
4. If the requirements do not need to be updated, the test suite can be saved for regres-

sion testing.

4 Creating a model with DTM

The models used in the DTM tool are control flow graphs. The DTM tool only offers 6

symbols that can be used to draw the test model:

– start (a circle with the word start in the centre), is used for indicating the beginning

of the control flow.
– end (a circle with the word start in the centre), is used for indicating the ending of

the control flow.
– decision (a diamond) for making binary decisions. The right-arrow is the YES

option, the down-arrow is the NO option.
– action (an oval), is used to model actions or states.
– result (a waved rectangle), is used for storing values in variables or databases.
– reference (a pentagon), is used to reference another test model.

An example of a simple model is in Figure 1. The model does not contain actions, nor

references and serves merely as an example for the next Section.

5 DTM’s Test Case Generation capabilities

When the test model is drawn, abstract test cases can be generated just by one-click. The

DTM tool will automatically place numbers beside the arrows coming out from each

decision symbol and all the possible test cases will be generated based on a decision

coverage algorithm that ensures that each combination of two decisions will be tested

at least one time. If test cases on a test model which is not correct, e.g. the model is

missing an end symbol, a path is not complete, etc., the tester will be notified by a pop

up message. The format of the test cases is in plain text and can be exported to Excel

(see Figure 2 for the test cases generated form the model in Figure 1).
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Fig. 2. DTM test case descriptions in Excell

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have briefly introduced the philosophy, the methodology, the control flow models

and the test case generation capabilities of the DTM tool. When using models during

early phases of a development project, the mere fact of creating a model can reveal

inconsistencies, ambiguities and incompleteness in the requirements. This saves time

and money, as Boehm [3] indicated in 1976.

Future work that is being contemplated for extending the tool is related to sen-

sitization of the abstract test cases with concrete test data, additional coverage criteria

for generating test cases, integration and connection with tools for test management and

bugtracking, and empirical evaluations of the usability (i.e. effectiveness, efficiency and

subjective satisfaction) of the tool.
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Resumen Dada la importancia que en los últimos años están cobrando
los servicios web en el ámbito de los procesos de negocio, es imprescindi-
ble contar con un soporte de casos de prueba lo suficientemente amplio
como para detectar fallos y hacer que se apliquen criterios de cobertu-
ra sobre estos servicios. En este contexto está enmarcada la prueba de
mutaciones, una técnica de prueba basada en fallos que requiere la defi-
nición de un conjunto de operadores de mutación para realizar cambios
sintácticos en el programa que se desea probar. En este trabajo se define
e implementa, por primera vez, un conjunto de operadores de mutación
de cobertura para WS-BPEL 2.0, que aplican los criterios de cobertura
definidos dentro del contexto de las pruebas de caja blanca. Además se
muestran los resultados experimentales obtenidos al aplicar dichos ope-
radores a varias composiciones WS-BPEL, viendo la aportación de éstos
en el proceso de prueba.

Keywords: prueba de mutaciones, operadores de mutación, criterios de
cobertura, servicios web, WS-BPEL

1. Introducción

En los procesos de negocio, los servicios web o Web Services (WS) van a
jugar un papel fundamental a la hora de gestionarlos. Casos reales nos podemos
encontrar muchos como, por ejemplo, la reserva de un viaje con todo lo que
puede conllevar, o la aprobación de un préstamo teniendo en cuenta el riesgo
que implica la operación.

Por tanto, es fundamental que tanto los WS como las composiciones que
los emplean sean robustos. En este punto entra en juego la prueba de mutacio-
nes [14], una técnica de prueba de software basada en fallos que requiere de la
definición de un conjunto de operadores de mutación.

Cada uno de estos operadores realiza un cambio sintáctico en el programa a
probar, modelando aśı fallos de programación, o bien, haciendo que se apliquen
distintos criterios de cobertura. Aśı pues, estos operadores pueden ser clasificados
en dos categoŕıas: (1) operadores que modelan los errores t́ıpicos que suelen
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